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THE BLUE MOUNTAIN. 1. SEASON
CHAPTER 1. THE CAPTIVE OF THE MOUNTAIN - 13 EPISODES
The unfortunate orphan ASK (12) lives in the city of Vik, which lies by
the foot of The Blue Mountain, a mythical mountain, that no one has ever
returned from alive. Ask survives on the bottom of society by petty theft.
One morning, when Ask is stealing eggs from a hen house, he is caught by
the owner, a furious LADY, whom he only just escapes. Ask sits down by a
creek and fry his stolen eggs. Here, a dove catches his eye, and he reaches
out for it. The dove takes off, and a VALKYRIE GIRL (12) with wings appears
in a flash of light. As the vision disappears, the Lady is facing Ask. Ask
avoids being beaten up by promising the lady to pay for the eggs.
He now visits his friend, the inventive, blacksmith VOLUND, and tries to
persuade him to lend him the money to pay the Lady. But Volund knows Ask
well enough to know that he’ll never see his money again. Instead, he
offers Ask to work for his pay, and Ask agrees. Volund’s biggest dream is
to fly, and together the two of them finish and try out an airscrew bicycle
in the steep streets of Vik. Volund rides down a street and succeeds in
taking off. But then the bike clashes to the ground and into some birdcages
belonging to stingy fowler LUDBROG, who is very old, but don’t look old
at all. The birds escape, and the fowler is furious. While Ask and Volund
are helping him catching the birds, Ask discovers Ludbrog’s big purse. Ask
nicks the purse, but is caught in the act. Ask is given the choice between
being handed over to the CITY GUARDS – or becoming Ludbrog’s slave. Ask
chooses the latter, assuming that it will be easier to escape Ludbrog than
the city guard.
Ludbrog locks him into a birdcage, and he proves to be harder to escape
than Ask first thought. Ask’s attemps to escape fails, and one day Ludbrog,
who also is an alchymist trying to make gold, transform him, with a magic
mixture, into a dog and takes him grave robbing. With Asks good dog nose,
they try to locate a famous pirate’s grave in order to dig up gold and
diamonds that might be in the grave. But they are disclosed and must flee,
but Ask the dog manages to get away with an old map. Hoping that Ludbrog
will transform him back to a boy again, Ask gives the map to him. Ludbrog
realizes, that the map is a treasure map, that points out the legendary
treasure of Dokk Helir, up on the Blue Mountain. To Ask, Ludbrog shows no
graditude, but transform him into a donkey instead, so he can carry all

stuff needed on a treasure hunt. Ludbrog travels up the mountain with Ask,
whom he promises to set free, when they have found the treasure.
On their way, they have to deal with the giant Fionn (38) and his master
Ingvar legless (93). It turns out that Ingvar is Ludbrog’s son, but he is
not at all pleased to see his father, and in the end Ludbrog and Ask, must
flee for their lives. Ask has his normal looks back, when they reach a
steep mountain wall and can’t get any higher. Ask gets an idea and forces
the last part of the way by disguising himself as a prey, thus making a
gigantic CONDOR attack him. Ask holds onto the bird’s legs and thereby
reaches a ledge, 50 meters above Ludbrog. Ludbrog who was supposed to
follow stays behind due to his fear of hights. Ask finds a pile of human
bones and giant gem stones that he throws down to Ludbrog. With his pockets
full of emeralds, Ludbrog leaves Ask stranded on the ledge.
As darkness falls, the man-eating troll WHASRINGER comes out from the
mountain. She captures Ask and imprissons him in her kitchen, inside the
mountain, in order to cook a pot of man-soup of him. Ask manages to buy
himself time by pretending that he is sick and contagious. He succeeds
in escaping and tries to find a way out of the cave. He comes as far as
to a hall with four large doors. But he can’t go further as the doors are
all locked. Again, Whasringer catches Ask and this time throws him into a
dark dungeon. Ask believes himself alone in the dungeon, but then catches
glimpse of a pair of eyes. They belong to SIV (12); a valkyrie girl, who
has lost her wings and thereby forgotten who she is. They two kids become
friends, and together they plan an escape from Whasringer in order to
return home from the The Blue Mountain.

THE BLUE MOUNTAIN. 1. SEASON
CHAPTER 2. THE VALRAVEN - 13 EPISODES
(Episode 14 - 26) SYNOPSIS
Just above the top of the Blue Mountain floats the city of Himmelheim. Here
lives SIV (12), an orphan valkyrie girl, in the safe surroundings of a
boarding school. While the city is concerned by the absence of their king,
and a strange disease that attacks young children, Siv is bored and sad.

She dreams of dangerous adventures. Three of her fellow students Hrist,
Mist and Drima try to cheer her up, but Siv rejects them, as she do not
feel, that they have anything to offer her. One day she discovers a VALRAVEN, a fierce monster that steals a baby. She reports it immediatly to
the local enforcement, but SHERIFF GRIMM (28), does not believe her and
sends her off.
Determined to prove the sheriff wrong, Siv starts to look out for the valraven by herself. And suddenly, one early morning she sees a dark shadow that creeps over a roof top. She starts following. The valraven flies
out of the city and dive into the clouds. Siv is right behind, but in the
clouds, she is caught in a huge snowstorm and is blown to and fro by strong
blast of winds.
She loses track of the valraven. She search for it on the snow capped
mountain. On Garm’s Vidda she meets GARM, a giant wolf, and when all is
looking really bad, ULL (73) the wanderer shows up and helps her. Together they track down the Valraven, and just before full moon they release 7
stolen babies and while Ull obstructs the valraven, Siv takes flight with
the babies. They are heading for the brigde Bivrost, the only way to enter
Himmelheim by foot, because some of the babies are not yet able to fly.
By coinsidence Sheriff Grimm is patroling Bivrost as Ull, Siv and the
babies arrives with the furious valraven at their heels. A great battle
takes place. Sheriff Grimm leads the babies (and himself) into safety,
while Siv and Ull fight the monster. In the end the valraven is defeated
and flees into the clouds. Ull says goodbye to Siv and wanders off.
Sheriff Grimm takes credit for saving the babies, and as Siv protests, he
steals her wings and throws her into the precipice. She falls down through
the clouds and lands in a big snowdrift. Without her wings she soon forgets, who she is and where she comes from.
She meets a BIG TROLL, who she first tries to escape, but the troll claims
that she will help her. She guess that Siv is a human girl from Vik, and
offers to walk her home. Siv is confused so she agrees. But on the way,
the troll attacks her, ties her up and puts her in a sack.
Whasringer, as the trolls name is, brings her to her cave in Dokk Helir,
and throws her into the dungeon. Later she will eat Siv for dinner. In
the dungeon Siv sits all alone in the dark until one day, the troll has
captured another child, it is a boy from the town at the mountain foot.
He is thrown into the dungeon and the two kids become friends and plan to
escape from Whasringer.

THE BLUE MOUNTAIN. 2. SEASON
CHAPTER 3. THE ESCAPE FROM DOKK HELIR - 13 EPISODES
(Episode 27 - 39) SHORT SYNOPSIS
The two children Siv and Ask become friends in Whasringer’s dungeon. They
avoid being eaten by the troll, by cheating him in different ways.
At the mountain summit in Himmelheim, Siv’s three valkyrie friends,
Hrist, Mist and Drima, are worried about what has happen to Siv. They go
to the sheriff to report her missing, and finds out, what sheriff Grimm
has done and steal back Siv’s wings.
Ask steals a key to the dungeon door from Whasringer, and starts to explore the troll’s cave, trying to find the way out. Day after day, while
Whasringer sleeps, they try to map the enormous cave, and the nights they
spend in the dungeon.
They explore the four large doors in the high hall, to see if one of them
leads out of the cave. Two of them seem to lead outside, but there is no
way down. The third gate leads down but only inside the mountain, the galleries here are dark and narrow with a harsh smell.
The forth gate leads out to a beautiful and peaceful grove with apple
trees, growing gold apples. But as they try to get further pass the apple
grove, they move in circles and return to the gate no matter which way
they choose.
Hrist, Mist and Drima figure out that Siv is somewhere down on the mountain, and that she has forgotten who she is. They put her wings in a bag
and takes off, down through the clouds, to find her.
After several days of searching they discover a nice grove with apple
trees. Here a big scary troll surprises them, and they take flight. Unfortunately they leave the bag with Siv’s wings behind them.
Whasringer brings the bag back to the cave. The next night Ask finds the
the bag with the wings and steals it. He plans to give them to Volund, when
he returns to Vik. Asks has stolen quite a few things, which he attend to
take with him back to Vik. He will soon be a very rich boy.
Shortly after Siv finds a way out of the cave, and the children plans to
escape the next day. But the next day Whasringer decides to cook Ask. He
collects Ask in the dungeon and brings him to the kitchen. Ask sits in the

big pot over the fire as Siv recues him. And without Whasringer finding
out, they flee from Dokk Helir.
Unfortunately Ask has forgotten all of his stolen goods, and returns to
collect it. This time Whasringer sees him, and a wild chase is taking place
in the cave. In the end the children lock up Whasringer in his own dungeon
and escapes down the mountain, down to the city of Vik.
THE BLUE MOUNTAIN. 2. SEASON
CHAPTER 4. WHASRINGERS REVENGE - 13 EPISODES
(episode 40 - 52)SHORT SYNOPSIS
Back in Vik, Ask lives a life of luxury, but the wealth goes straight to
his head. Instead of helping out his friends, he imagine that he is more
than they are. He offers Siv a job as his housekeeper and he asks Volund if
he will be his bodyguard. Volund shake his head of this, and Siv who still
doesn’t recall where she comes from, gets very angry with Ask. She feels
put down and moves in with Volund and helps him with his new invention,
mechanical-pedal-birdwings.
In Dokk Helir Whasringer the troll escapes from the dungeon and he is
really mad. He wants his treasure back, and is stamping down the mountain
towards Vik.
Ask’s new best friend is none the less than Ludbrog the fowler. He, who
is also quite rich, from his treasure, understands how to charm himself
with Ask. “You remind me a lot of myself in your age.” he says.
But in the end he steals all of Ask’s stolen goods and has him thrown
into the city jail.
Hrist, Mist and Drima are still looking for Siv and her wings. They
arrive to Vik discovered as blackbirds, and at last they find her, but are
not able to make contact. They try, but Siv does not understand, what the
matter is with those three blackbirds.
Volund helps Ask out of jail, and Ask is very contrite. To show Volund
his gratefulness he gives him the bag with the wings. Volund becomes very
upset as he sees the wings. He is sure that they are valkyrie-wings.
And he soon figures out that they must belong to Siv. Siv puts on the
wings, and suddenly she remembers all, before anybody can say anything she

transforms into a blackbird.
Together with her three friends she flies up, into the blue, towards the
mountaintop. Ask and Volund is watching as all this happends, and Ask
realize, that he has just lost a very dear friend.
In the end Whasringer the troll enters the city, causing a lot of damage
in his search for his belongings. He finds all of it at Ludbrogs place,
and takes it all with him back to Dokk Helir, including the unfortunate
fowler.

THE BLUE MOUNTAIN. 3. SEASON
CHAPTER 5. VOLUND’S SPELL - 13 EPISODES
(episode 53 - 65)SHORT SYNOPSIS
In Himmelheim, the president of the police CHIEF BJORN, who are aware of
sheriff Grimm’s misdeed, orders him to search for and to find Siv and bring
her safely home. sheriff Grimm and a special unit of 7 super valkyries,
takes off down the mountain.
But one day Siv returns with her three friends Hrist, Mist and Drima. She
is well received and celebrated as a hero. Chief Bjorn offers her a job as
investigator with the enforcement. Even though this is great, Siv is not
happy. She misses Ask, but she is also hurt and mad at him.
Ask has finally moved in with Volund and works with him in the forge. He
is not happy either. He misses Siv.
Volund tells him of his own longings: About a valkyrie girl named Hervor,
whom he loved dearly, but lost many years ago. He wants to find Hervor,
who he hopes waits for him on the mountain. And that is the reason why,
he needs that flying machine so badly.

THE BLUE MOUNTAIN. 3. SEASON
CHAPTER 6. THE JOURNEY TO LIDENSKJALV - 13 EPISODES
(episode 66 - 78)SHORT SYNOPSIS
Sheriff Grimm’s special unit reach Vik and they all transforms into
chickens with Grimm as the rooster. It is now very hard for Grimm the
rooster to make his special unit march in step, as they rather will search
for worms and corn.
One day Volund and Ask succeed. The flying machine works. They can really
fly. They take off and fly up towards the mountain top. On their way they
meet lots of dangers, as they have to get pass the Giant Fionn and the
Condors. At the end they reaches the mountain top that shows up to be a
cold wind swept and barren landscape with no Himmelheim and Valkyries.
At the sherrifs office in Himmelheim Siv is sharing desk with an officer
by the name of Hervor. The valkyries gets new reports of the valraven,
that seems to be back in Himmelheim. They set out to defeat the monster
once and for all.
At the mountain top Ask and Volund meets an old wanderer named Ull. He
tells them that they have to go through the gates in Whasringers cave to
come to Himmelheim.
In Whasringers cave, Dokk Helir, Ask and Volund meet Ludbrog, who
Whasringers humble husband. They have to use all of their skills
pass the troll and open the gates. They make their way through the
apple grove and in the end they reaches Garm’s Vidda, where the
machine breaks down.
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Siv and Hervor is chasing the valraven, and once again they end up at the
snow capped mountain. Here they meet Ask and Volund, who helps them in a
final battle with the valraven. But the battle has an unexpected outcome
as Siv breaks the valraven’s spell and the monster transforms into the
lost SKYKING WODIN.
They all arrive in Himmelheim where the king reunites with his people and
announces a big party.
In Vik Grimm the roster and his special unit of chickens is captured by
the Lady and placed and locked up safely in her hen house.
THE END

